CU Denver Minority Affairs Committee Event Announcement:

Hello,

The next CU Denver Faculty Assembly Minority Affairs Committee (MAC) event will be a follow-up to our Spring 2014 FCQs workshop, see executive summary. This upcoming workshop will focus on “Recommendations for Best Practices for Evaluating Faculty and Courses.” Since one of the UCD criteria is “multiple means of evaluation for faculty and courses,” participants will be asked to select various modes of evaluation that they are interested in discussing to identify best practices. A facilitator/note taker will be assigned to each group to record the comments, recommendations, and concerns that emerge in each group. After the workshop component is done, we will reconvene as a large group, and have each table share the key points of their discussion. We hope to take the findings from this workshop to guide our group in proposing and effectively disseminating the information to address faculty concerns about FCQs, and recommendations for best practice at CU Denver. Proposed dates for the 2015 workshop are April 2 or 3, please indicate your availability via Doodle Poll. Thank you.

Kind regards,
Denise, MAC Co-Chair
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